An -module is called -regular if, for each ∈ and ∈ , there exist ∈ and a positive integer such that = . We proved that each unitary -module contains a unique maximal -regular submodule, which we denoted by ( ). Furthermore, the radical properties of are investigated; we proved that if is an -module and is a submodule of , then ( ) = ∩ ( ). Moreover, if is projective, then ( ) is a -pure submodule of and ( ) = ( ) ⋅ .
Introduction
Throughout this paper, is a commutative ring with identity and all modules are left unitary, unless otherwise stated. Recall that an element ∈ is said to be regular if there exists ∈ such that = ; a ring is called regular if and only if each element of is regular. An ideal of a ring is regular if each of its elements is regular in ; indeed, a regular ideal of is itself a regular ring [1] . Brown and McCoy proved in [1] that each ring contains a unique maximal regular ideal ( ) which satisfies the well-known radical properties. The ideal ( ) is called the regular radical of .
The concept of regularity was extended to modules in several ways and in [2] the notion of -regular modules (in the sense of Fieldhouse [3] ) was generalized to -regular modules. Let be an -module; an element ∈ is said to be -regular if for each ∈ there exist ∈ and a positive integer such that = . An -module is called -regular if and only if all its elements are -regular; in particular, a ring is -regular if and only if is -regular as an -module. On the other hand a ring is -regular if and only if is a -regular -module; recall that a ring is -regular if, for each ∈ , there exist ∈ and a positive integer such that = . A submodule of an -module is called -regular if each element of is -regular and every submodule of a -regular module is a -regular module. Also, in [2] the concept of -pure submodules was introduced; a submodule of an -module is called -pure if, for each ∈ , there exists a positive integer such that ∩ = . In this paper we show that each module contains a unique maximal -regular submodule, which we denote by ( ), and we show that ( ) satisfies some but not all of the usual radical properties.
Main Results

Theorem 1. Let be any ring. Every -module contains a unique maximal -regular submodule.
Proof. Let be any ring, let be an -module, and let
where ̸ = because (0) is a -regular submodule of . Let { } be an ascending chain in and = ⋃ ∈Λ . Let ∈ ; there exists ∈ Λ such that ∈ , but is a -regular submodule; then; for each ∈ , there exist ∈ and a positive integer such that = ; therefore is aregular element in which implies that is a -regular -module. Now, by Zorn's lemma, contains a maximal element which we call . ; then there exists a positive integer such that ∈ , but is a -regular -module for each positive integer ; hence is a -regular element, so ∈ ( ∞ ) which implies that ( ∞ ) = ∞ . (d) Let / be a -module; since / is a torsionmodule, then / is a -regular -module [2, Proposition 6]. Since / = ∑ ∞ for each prime number , then ( / ) = ∑ ∞ for all primes .
Proposition 4. Let and be -modules, and let be a submodule of ; then
Proof. (a) Let be a submodule of , and let ∈ ( ); then ∈ and is -regular in which implies that is -regular in , thus ∈ ∩ ( ). Conversely, let ∈ and ∈ ( ); therefore is -regular in which means that ∈ ( ) and hence
, where ∈ and ∈ . Since is -regular, then each of and is -regular which means that ∈ ( ) and ∈ ( ); hence ∈ ( ) ⊕ ( ).
Proposition 5. Let and be -modules, and let : → be an -homomorphism; then ( ( )) ⊆ ( ( )).
Proof. If ∈ ( ), then / ( ) is a -regular ring, but ( ) ⊆ ( ( )); thus / ( ( )) is an epimorphic image of / ( ); hence it is a -regular ring. Therefore, ( ) ∈ ( ( )) and ( ( )) ⊆ ( ( )). Proof. Since is -pure in , then, for each ∈ , there exists a positive integer such that ∩ = . If = , then ∩ = , and hence
Lemma 9. Let ∈ ( ); if is a finitely generated -pure submodule of an -module such that ⊆ for some positive integer , then = 0.
Proof. By Lemma 8 we get that = and by Nakayama's lemma [5] Proof. Let ∈ ( ) ∩ ( ) ⋅ , and let = . It is clear that ⊆ ( ). Since ( ) is a -regular module, then is a -pure submodule in ( ) [2, Theorem 11]. But ( ) is -pure in ; hence is -pure in . Now, ⊆ ( ) ⋅ , so = 0 by Lemma 9. Therefore ( ) ∩ ( ) ⋅ = (0).
Recall that ( ) is always a pure ideal in . Hence ( ) is -pure [2] . Proof. (a) By the dual basis lemma [4] , for each ∈ we have that = ∑ ( ) , where , ∈ for all and ∈ * := Hom ( , ). If ∈ ( ), then the submodule isregular and ( ) is a -regular ideal in by Proposition 5, hence ( ). Thus ( ) ⊆ ( ) ⋅ . We get the other direction of the inclusion by Corollary 7.
